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The Northeast Recycling Council (NERC) received market pricing numbers from 16 MRFs in 10
states for its first-quarter 2021 survey. | Max Barnum / Shutterstock

A pricing survey of Northeast U.S. recycling facilities underscores the impact of skyrocketing
commodity prices during the first quarter.

The quarterly survey from the Northeast Recycling Council (NERC) showed a blended ton value of
$99.73 during the first three months of 2021. That was up 120% from the value a year earlier and up
65% from the prior quarter.

Including the cost impact of disposing of residuals, the blended ton value was $88.46, up 133% year
over year and up 64% from the prior quarter. The numbers were a continuation of a trend seen in
the fourth quarter of 2020.

“These increases can be attributed to strong increases in the value of almost every commodity,”
NERC’s report notes.

NERC’s conclusions roughly track with what the largest publicly traded haulers and MRFs operators
reported in their earnings reports. For example, Waste Management, the largest MRF operator in
North America, saw an average commodity value of $79 per ton in the first quarter, up 97% year over
year. The second largest, Republic Services, reported a value of $133 per ton (excluding glass and
organics), up 75%. 

The NERC survey also asks about the costs MRFs incur to sort and market a ton of recyclables. For
the first quarter, the average was $87 per ton, which was up 9% from the fourth quarter of 2020 but
down 9% year over year.

For its data gathering, NERC received numbers from 16 MRFs in 10 states. The MRFs included single-
stream, dual-stream and source-separated facilities.
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Bottle bill update heads to Conn.
governor’s desk

Connecticut lawmakers passed legislation
overhauling the state’s 41-year-old container
deposit program, with one supporter calling
the move the most significant U.S. bottle bill
expansion in a decade.

Indorama invests over $50M in Alabama
PET recycling plant

Indorama Ventures Sustainable Solutions is
spending significantly to more than double
the size and flake-production capacity of its
Alabama PET recycling plant, according to
interviews and city documents.

Largest Canadian province to roll out full
EPR

The Ontario government will make producers
fully financially responsible for recycling their
products, a major expansion of the province’s
extended producer responsibility system.
The changes will come into effect within the
next four years.

EPA budget request emphasizes
recycling

The Biden-Harris administration requested
$11.2 billion for the U.S. EPA for 2022, and
the agency proposes to slightly increase
funding to the EPA’s Waste Minimization and
Recycling Program.

News from Accent Wire Tie, Georgia
Recycling Coalition and more

Maine lawmakers give thumbs up to
packaging EPR bill

A committee in Maine’s legislature advanced
a bill that gives government officials direct
control over how much money producers
would be forced to pay to support the
recycling of their packaging.

Paper mills foresee higher OCC prices
this year

Major recovered paper end users anticipate
paying more for feedstock as 2021
progresses, according to recent statements
from company executives. Mill operators also
shared updates on their recycled fiber
capacity expansions.
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